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Newsom Twosome: Siebel Newsom's Films –
Shown In Middle Schools – Feature Porn,
Radical Gender Ideologies, And Her Husband
Gavin
2.6 million students across 11,200 classrooms and 5,000 schools are subjected to Newsom's
films and curricula.

Adam Andrzejewski
Jan 20
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FLOWCHART: How Jennifer Siebel Newsom used taxpayer dollars to trade with herself, her
nonprofit organization, and her for-profit business. The organization refused to disclose how much
of their screening revenues came from California public schools.

California Governor Gavin Newsom and his wife, Jennifer Siebel Newsom, are the dream team.
He runs the state and she’s a nonprofit founder, entrepreneur, and filmmaker.
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While her husband attends to state business, Siebel Newsom engages in her passion: advancing
"gender justice” through her charitable nonprofit The Representation Project. According to tax
documents the organization is “committed to building a thriving and inclusive society through

films, education, and social activism.”  

We previously reported that while the governor engaged in the highly unethical practice of
soliciting 1,000 state vendors for $10.6 million in campaign cash, the first partner, Jennifer Siebel
Newsom, solicited state vendors and the governor’s campaign donors for large gifts to her
charity, The Representation Project.

However, Newsom’s charity shouldn’t have been soliciting anyone for donations throughout
most of 2022.

Last week, our investigation broke the story that The Representation Project was not in
compliance with the California Charitable Solicitation Act. Now, it’s clear that the charity spent
last year engaged in big-money fundraising events with corporate executives and philanthropists
– while its charitable filings were delinquent with the state.

Then, the Newsom nonprofit scrambled to submit their proper registration. Working with the
California Attorney General, a process that normally takes days or weeks was completed in hours.

Screenshot from the state of California Department of Justice showing The Representation Project’s delinquent status. As of 1/12/2023,
10AM CT.

So, just what does Jennifer Siebel Newsom’s charity do – with the full support of her husband,
the governor, and underwritten by the wealthy California establishment?

THE FILMS
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Siebel Newsom, through her non-profit The Representation Project, has released four films
advocating gender justice. The films are leased for screenings to individuals, corporations, and
schools, and come with their own lesson plans. Schools spend between $49-$599 to screen these

movies to children.

Jennifer Siebel Newsom is credited as a writer and director on each of these films. Two of the
movies feature Gavin Newsom himself, and many of the lesson plan activities are oriented toward
engaging children in social and political activism.

Because of Gavin Newsom’s role in these films and because licenses are sold to schools which the

governor is responsible for funding with tax dollars, auditors at OpenTheBooks.com felt the
organization deserved further scrutiny.

Who’s Watching? 2.6 million students in 5,000 schools

According to The Representation Project’s Impact Report (2011-2021), the organization’s film
curricula are being used in over 5,000 schools in all fifty states. The Representation Project
claims over 11,200 copies of the curricula have been distributed, reaching more than 2.6 million

students.

Tax records show that since 2012 the nonprofit has generated $1,483,001 in film screening
revenue, although it is unclear how much money came from schools versus other sources. We
asked The Representation Project for the number of California schools that purchased a
screening license and received no response.  

Auditors at OpenTheBooks.com watched Newsom’s movies and read the lesson plans. What we
found was, at times, shocking: sexually explicit images, political boosterism, and something called
“The Genderbread Person.”

SEXUALLY EXPLICIT IMAGES
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Screenshot from “age-appropriate” middle school curriculum video for Miss Representation; see full
video here. 

Miss Representation’s curriculum links to “age-appropriate” video clips in its K-12 lesson plans
and says that the full film is rated PG-14. (Certainly, parents may still object to clips from the
“age-appropriate” film like the animated, upside down stripper shown above). 

The film features strong language and women dressed provocatively:

Caroline Heldman, who is now executive director of Newsom’s non-profit, described
women’s role in action movies as “the fighting fuck toy.”

Actress Daphne Zuniga, famous for Melrose Place and film parody Spaceballs, suggested
women should “tell those fuckers to get penis implants,” in response to being told to get

plastic surgery. 

Middle school children are served images of upside-down strippers with little left to the
imagination (see above).

Then, it gets worse.

Newsom’s film The Mask You Live In features the website addresses of porn sites including Porn
Hub, MassiveCams, BDSM.XXX, and Brazzers.com. The pornographic images displayed in the film

are tagged with descriptions such as “domination,” “face fuck,” “kinky couples,” and “…dirty
brunettes.”
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Newsom included images of naked or mostly naked women being slapped, handcuffed, and
brutalized in pornographic videos. The pictures are graphic even when blurred. Screenshots of
those scenes can be found HERE (VIEWER DISCRETION IS ADVISED).

These jarring pictures are displayed with their corresponding porn website addresses – providing
a roadmap for future exploration. The film seems to justify their harmful content by saying that
“34% of youth online receive UNWANTED PORNOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE.”

However, 100% of the youth (or anyone else) receive unwanted or unwarranted pornographic
exposure by watching Newsom’s movies.

In 2019, one parent filed a complaint about a screening of The Mask You Live In for his 12-year-
old daughter’s class at Creekside Middle School in California. In an interview with The
Sacramento Bee the father said,

“Some of the images when slowed down were not blurred, and even when they are blurred, it
is obvious what is going on. It is absolutely profane and disgusting.” 

An investigation found a substitute teacher accidentally screened the full version of the film

rather than an “age-appropriate” version. However, The Representation Project recommends the
full version for ages 15+. 

Siebel Newsom’s idea is to protect children from highly exploitative and disturbing sexual
media content seems to involve showing it to them personally.

BOOSTING GAVIN NEWSOM – THE COMPASSIONATE POLITICIAN
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Screenshot of then-Lieutenant Governor Gavin Newsom in Siebel Newsom’s film, Miss
Representation.

Gavin Newsom himself provides interview commentary for Miss Representation and The Great
American Lie. 

Newsom speaks three times in Miss Representation and is portrayed as a champion of women’s
rights—see this example from the middle school curriculum video (18:37):

“One of the first things I did when I came to San Francisco (as mayor) is I appointed a female
police chief and appointed a female fire chief.” 

Getting paid by schools to portray your politician husband as a standup guy to captive children

in the classroom was such a winning idea, Siebel Newsom deployed it again in The Great
American Lie.

Here, Newsom makes five appearances to deliver political talking points, including: 

At the end of the day a budget is a set of values, budget reflects your values.” 

“This notion of interdependence—that we’re all in this together, that we all rise and fall

together—is absolutely true.” 

“We’re not bystanders in this world, we have the ability to step up and solve big problems, we
have done that in the past, it’s just a question of prioritization, of political will.” 
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Siebel Newsom’s provided companion curriculum require student discussion of Gavin Newsom’s
points and are told to vote, and help others vote, for politicians “who show empathy through
their support care [sic] policies.”

Activity from The Great American Lie curriculum for high school and college students. Students are
asked to watch and discuss a clip of Gavin Newsom.

Call to action from The Great American Lie curriculum for high school and college students.
Students are told to vote and help others vote for candidates “who show empathy through their
support care [sic] policies” 

Overview: Jennifer Siebel Newsom makes a movie portraying Gavin Newsom as a politician that

supports certain policies, and then in the movie’s curriculum advises students to vote and
campaign for politicians that support those policies.  
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Schools, which receive funding from the state, pay The Representation Project to show this
movie, and use taxpayer-funded class time to facilitate these lessons.

In July 2022 Gavin Newsom signed a budget of $128 billion for state schools and community

colleges. 

THE GENDERBREAD PERSON
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Source: Genderbread Person activities from The Mask You Live In curriculum for middle and high
school students. 

Multiple lesson plans from The Representation Project promote radical notions of gender and
sexuality.

One such lesson for middle and high schoolers includes the “genderbread person,” who aims to
show children how biological sex, “gender expression,” “sexual attraction,” and “gender identity”
exist on a spectrum, which can be mixed and matched. 

While kindergarteners are spared the genderbread person in their curriculum, they are offered
similar lessons on “gender identity,” introducing genders other than “boy” and “girl.”
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Gender identity and expression activity from The Mask You Live In curriculum for elementary school
students, grades K-5.

POLITICAL ACTIVISM – THE “PRIVILEGE WALK”

Kids forced to watch The Representation Project films in schools aren’t just subjected to gender
ideology, sexually explicit images, and Gavin Newsom’s one-liners. They’re being given a left-

wing framework through which to see the world, and then prompted to conduct social and
political activism.  

In The Great American Lie curriculum, students are asked to do a “privilege walk,” divulging
personal information in order to compare themselves to peers inside and outside the classroom.
“Privileges” include being “a cisgendered man,” “white,” “born in the United States,” “straight,” and

speaking English as a first language.
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Activity from The Great American Lie curriculum for high school and college students. 

Speakers in The Great American Lie are clear about what “privilege” means—something you hurt
other people with, something you should feel bad about, and something you should work to
change.  

Journalist Charles Blow, who is now a New York Times opinion columnist, said during the film:

“We need to stop being blind to history, stop being blind to systems, understand that there
are privileges and there are oppressions in society, and in fact they act like a see-saw. Your
privilege is actually built on my oppression.” 

Lawyer Bryan Stevenson followed up, encouraging viewers to feel “shame and sorrow:”

“We actually have to engage in truth telling, we’re going to have to express some shame and
sorrow about who we are and what we’ve done, we’re going to have to find the will to
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reconcile ourselves to a different future.” 

The way to relieve this shame, according to the film, is through social and political activism, as
Professor Niobe Way said:

“If you don’t address the racism, sexism, homophobia, hatred―the hatred―we have in our
culture, then you can’t start having a conversation about love, peace and understanding.” 

Newsome and her non-profit recommends The Great American Lie for ages 11+.

STUDY: The Student-to-Activist Assembly Line

Curricula from the three available films advise diverse ways for students to become activists

within their families and communities. Suggested activities include promoting The
Representation Project social media campaigns, voting for candidates that “support the care
economy,” and asking students to “market and host a screening” of The Representation Project
films (while paying a screening fee to the organization). 

(A)
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(B)          
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(C) 
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Calls to action in the curricula from (A) Miss Representation for middle and high schoolers, (B) The
Mask You Live In for middle and high schoolers, (C) The Great American Lie for high school and

college students  

Jennifer Siebel Newsom produced, wrote, and directed all these films, but if her enthusiasm for
cultivating young activists was not obvious enough, we need only listen to her conclusions. 

In 2021 high school participants in The Representation Project’s film course joined a moderated
panel with Siebel Newsom to discuss The Great American Lie.  

One student stated: “There's no age limit for activism... the younger you are the easier it is for
you to see these changes that need to be made.” 

Siebel Newsom replied: “That’s great, thank you.” 

SUMMARY – FOLLOW THE MONEY 

The Representation Project not only solicits donors from big-money political supporters of Gavin

Newsom, but also receives public tax dollars through schools to create a new generation of
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supporters and activists in the state’s—and country’s—schoolchildren.

The Representation Project transforms public school expenditures into activist training expenses,
and in the process exposes children to objectionable sexual content.  

Various funding sources translate directly to financial gain for Jennifer Siebel Newsom. 

Since The Representation Project’s founding she has collected $1,501,727 in salary. Her current
title is Chief Creative Officer, and she also sits on the nonprofit’s board of directors. She is the top
paid executive at her non-profit with a $150,000 annual salary between 2013 and 2021.  

Siebel Newsom also founded a for-profit company, Girls Club Entertainment Inc., which contracts

(with Newsom’s nonprofit) for the production costs associated with the movies and owns the
license for Miss Representation.   

According to tax records, the nonprofit (The Representation Project) has paid Girls Club
Entertainment (Newsom’s for-profit company) $1,647,376 since 2012.  

NOTE: We requested comments from Jennifer Siebel Newsom and her nonprofit, The
Representation Project multiple times over the last couple of months. We also requested

comment from Gov. Newsom. We never received any response.

ADDITIONAL READING:

The Representation Project, IRS Informational 990 Returns 2011-2021, hosted by Propublia
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OpenTheBooks.com – We believe transparency is transformational. Using forensic auditing and
open records, we hold government accountable.

In the years 2021 and 2022, we filed 100,000+ FOIA requests and successfully captured $19

trillion government expenditures: nearly all federal spending; 50 state checkbooks; and 25 million
public employee salary and pension records from 50,000 public bodies across America.

Our works have been featured at the BBC, Good Morning America, ABC World News Tonight, The
Wall Street Journal, USA Today, C-SPAN, Chicago Tribune, The New York Times, NBC News, FOX
News, Forbes, National Public Radio (NPR), Sinclair Broadcast Group, & many others.

Our organization accepts no government funding and was founded by CEO Adam Andrzejewski.
Our federal oversight work was cited twice in the President's Budget To Congress FY2021.
Andrzejewski's presentation, The Depth of the Swamp, at the Hillsdale College National
Leadership Seminar 2020 in Naples, Florida posted on YouTube received 3.8 million views.

NOTICE: We reserve the right to remove comments that deemed offensive to our organization, staff,
and audience.
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ST 8 hr ago

This is part of the general strategy of the left and the democrat party to fundamentally transform the
US into a perverted, elite controlled form of society and government.

Read the publications of how to destroy democracy and how to gain permanent control of a society
and a nation.

One of the fundamentals is to destroy the traditional family model and take control over the education
system in order to indoctrinate young people to a specific set of doctrines and principles that will turn
them into partisans and supporters of those doctrines and principles.

And Americans are permitting it and voting for it so, this has no brakes and is going to end with the US
being destroyed as it once was. There is no turning back now, it is too late and from this point forward
even American´s right to vote will be meaningless just like in other dictatorial nations.
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28 more comments…

Sonja Manzer 17 hr ago

this is most intresting after seeing the founder of this sight who was on Fox News I have been reading
your posted information. I would like to think this is not true that one person would destroy the minds

of children just for their own gain. At the time I have no idea what to say and hope I will find some way
to understand all what you have written.

SonjaManzer
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